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          HIGH  COURT FORM NO. (J)2                                               

HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON ORIGINAL SUIT 

                                       Dist :- Jorhat 

    IN THE CIVIL COURT OF ASSISTANT DISTRICT JUDGE; JORHAT                 

Present : - Shri. S. Islam  Civil Judge & Asstt. District          

Judge,Jorhat 

 Wednesday, the 18th   day of January ,2012. 

Title Suit No. 16 of 2009  

1. Smti. Snigdha Hazarika (Baruah) W/O Sri. Babesh Hazarika     

R. O. Zoo Road Guwahati, P.S. Gita Nagar,Dist. Kamrup, Assam. 

2. Smti. Sudakhina Gogoi (Baruah) W/O. Dr. Pulendra Nath Gogoi,   

R.O.Amguri Hiloidari Gaon, P.S. Amguri, Dist. Sivasagar,Assam. 

3. Smti. Susmita Hazarika (baruah) W/O. Sri. Partha Hazarika,    

R.O. Rajamaidam, P.S. & Dist. Jorhat Assam.   

4. Dr. Sudarshan Baruah S/O Late Bimala Prasad Baruah     

R.O. Zuripar Lane, Panjabari, P.S. Dispur , Dist. Kamrup, Assam. 

5. Smti. Arunima Baruah W/O Late Jyotirmoy Baruah,      

R.O. Kharguli, Guwahati, P.S. Latasil,Dist. Kamrup,Assam. 

6. Smti. Rituparna Baruah D/O Late Jyotirmoy Baruah       

R.O. Kharguli, P.S. Latasil, Dist. Kamrup,Assam...................Plaintiff.   

                             Vs  

1. Smti. Mira Chakrabarty (Baruah) W/O Sri Nihar Ranjan Chakrabarty   

R.O. Na-Ali (Near Railway Gate) P.S. & Dist. Jorhat,Assam 

2. Smti. Debika Borah (Baruah) W/O Late Apurba Borah     

R.O.Nehru Park, P.S. & Dist. Jorhat Assam. 

3. Smti. Ira Rani Bargohain (Baruah) W/O.Dr. Girish Bargohain     

R.O. Rupai Doomdooma, P.S. Doomdooma Dist.Tinsukia. 

4. Smti Lopamudra Barowalia (Baruah)           

W/O   Sri.Sanjib Borowalia  R.O.Kharguli,P.S.-Latasil 

,Dist.Kamrup,Assam.......................................Defendants     

This Suit having been heard on 05.11.2011, 04.01.2012  in the presence of    :- 

1. Sri. Manu Baruah  Learned Advocate  for the Plaintiff  

2.  Sri. B. Goswami Learned  Advocate for the Defendant. 

          And having stood for consideration to this day the court   delivered the 

following Judgment:- 

        JUDGMENT 

1. This is a suit for declaration of the plaintiffs right title interest and joint possession 

with the defendants over the suit land and standing building thereon together with 

the declaration that the partition order passed in P.P. case No.160/2005-06 is 

illegal and inoperative and for injunction etc . 
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2. The fact of the plaintiffs case in short is that the land measuring 3 Bigha 1 katha 12 

lochas covered by dag No.7608 of P.P.No.174(New), 66(old) situated at Block No.10 

of Jorhat Town originally belonged to Ganakanta Baruah the predecessor in 

interest of both the plaintiffs and defendants, who was residing over the same with 

his family after constructing residential pucca Assam type house comprising of six 

rooms with one portico and back Veranda of C.I. Sheets roofing described in 

Schedule B of the plaint during his life time. On the death of  Ganakanta Baruah his 

two sons namely Bimola Baruah and Hemakanta Baruah inherited the property left 

by Ghanakanta baruah and used to live in the house contracted by the original 

owner under mutual settlement made between them  dividing the house into two 

equal part . Bimola Baruah used to live with his family in the northern three rooms 

of the house where as Hemakanta Baruah occupied southern two rooms of the 

house to reside with his family under the settlement so made.  The remaining room 

of the house stood between the two parts used as common drawing room 

connected both the parts. The Partico and Veranda stood on the backside of the 

house were used in common by both the brothers and in the later part they had 

constructed their kitchen rooms extending to their respective parts. There is no 

alternative entrance path to enter into the northern part except the common 

drawing room via portico, but there is entrance path to the southern side of the 

southern part directly from the portico. Both the brothers were living in their 

respective part with their family without any dispute and difference till their death 

                 That  Bimola Baruah and his wife Himangini Baruah were died in the 

year 1984 and 1994 respectively, leaving behind his two sons  namely Jyotirmoy 

Baruah, Dr. Sudarshan Baruah, and three daughters namely Smti. Sudakhina 

Baruah, Smti. Snigdha Baruah and Smti Susmita Baruah as their heirs and 

successors to inherit their interest over the suit land and the standing house. 

Thereafter,  Jyotirmoy Baruah son of Bimola Baruah  died on 16-3-2002 leaving 

behind his wife Smti. Arunima Baruah and two daughters namely Smti Rituparna 

Baruah and Smti. Rupamudra Baruah. So, after the death of Bimola Barua and his 

wife Himangini Baruah the share of interest of Bimola Baruah over the suit house 

and the land  devolved on his two sons and three  daughters and on the death of 

Jyotirmoy Baruah his part of the share of interest over the suit house and land 

inherited by his wife and two daughters. 

                       Similarly, after the death of Hemakanta Baruah in the year 1973 his son 

namely Jayanta Baruah and three daughters namely Smti Meera Baruah, Smti. Ira 

Rani Baruah and Smti. Debika Borah inherited his 1/2 the share  the interest over 

the suit land and standing house thereo. Jayanta Baruah the unmarried son of 

late Hemakanta Baruah  died  without leaving any heirs and successors, so the 

three daughters of Hemanta Baruah inherited his ½ part of share over the suit 

patta land and  the house standing thereon. The daughters of Bimola Baruah and 

Hemakanta Baruah were duly married in time and they have been living in their 

respective matrimonial home. Except the heirs of Jyotirmoy Baruah i.e. Arunima 

Baruah & Rituparna Baruah along with Dr.Sudarshan Baruah the other plaintiffs 
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i.e. Plaintiff No 1,2,& 3 got their names mutated in the record of right of the suit 

patta. Dr.Sudarshan Baruah and daughters of late Jyotirmoy Baruah got their 

names mutated in the suit patta for land measuring 4 kathas 6 lochas of land in 

dag No.7608 & 7608/7758. The plaintiff No.1,2 & 3 got their names muted in the 

record of rights along with their brothers vide Mutation Case No. 232/07-08. 

Accordingly heirs of Late Hemakanta Baruah got their names mutated in the 

record of right for the land measuring 3 Kathas 16 lochas covered by dag No.7608 

viz. Mutation Case No.3485/86-87 & Mutation Case No.354/04-05 respectively. 

On the strength of their name in the record of right the defendant No. 1, 2 & 3 

have jointly applied for partition of their respective parts of share measuring 3 

kathas 16 lochas of land covered by Dag No.7608 of P.P.No.174 in case 

No.160/05-06 where the plaintiff No.4 filed his no objection before the 

concerning authority. The partition was allowed vide order dated 8.7.2008 as per 

the prayer of the defendants, but the Addl. Deputy Commissioner vide his order 

dated 7.11.2008 issued proclamation U/S 146 of Assam Land Revenue  Regulation 

by illegally and wrongfully inserting  dag No.7608/7758 which is  beyond the 

application as well as the order of partition. Having receipt of the notice of such 

proclamation the plaintiff No.4 intimated other plaintiffs about illegal insertion 

dag No. 7608/7758 beyond the application. Accordingly, the plaintiff No.2 & 3 

filed petition challenging the partition which is still pending. The plaintiffs further 

case is that the defendants filed the application for partition concealing the 

material facts that there are other legal heirs of deceased Bimola Prosad baruah, 

i.e. the plaintiff No. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and pro-forma defendant No.4 for which no 

notices were served upon them and even the so called partition was made 

against the dead person namely Jyotirmoy Baruah as such, the partition is not 

operative and liable to be set aside.  The defendant No.1 Mira Chakrabarty came 

to the suit land  with her husband and other family members and started to 

reside in the share of her father Late Hemakanta Baruahin the southern side 

room of the suit premises and made a plane to grab the entire ancestral house by 

taking advantage of the absence of the plaintiff. The defendants without the 

knowledge of the plaintiff  fenced the open portico in December,2008 with iron 

grill closing the entrance common path of the drawing room from the portico for 

which the plaintiff could not enter into their parts. On being protest by the 

plaintiff, the defendants threatened them with dire consequences demanding the 

absolute right over the suit house.  Hence the plaintiff filed the suit. 

      3.           The defendant No.1, 2, & 3 contested the suit by filing written 

statement   contending inter alia that there is no cause of action for the suit, that 

the suit is bad for non joinder of necessary parties, that the suit is barred by law 

of limitation as well as under the principles of waiver, estoppel and acquiescence 

that the suit is not properly valued and no proper court fee has been paid as per 

relief sought for. The answering defendants denied the fact of late Bimola Prasad 

Baruah and late Hemakanta Baruah during their life time sold out 2 Bigha 1 katha 

land from the suit patta. It is contended by the answering defendants that Late 

Bimola Prasad Baruah sold out some land to different persons from his joint share 

in the suit patta and after  such sale only 1 Bigha 12 lochas of land covered by dag 
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No.7608 and 7608/7758 remains in possession of the plaintiffs and the 

defendants. The answering defendants denying the fact of standing house on the 

land covered by dag No.7608 partitioned between late Bimola Prasad Barua and 

late Hemakanta Baruah and northern part of three rooms were under exclusive 

possession and occupation of late Bimola Prasad Baruah and his family, 

contended that the house constructed by late Ghana Kanta Baruah has already 

been demolished and the present standing Assam Type tin roofing house was 

constructed by late Hema Kanta Baruah on the land covered by dag No.7608 after 

demolition of the old house, and he was in exclusive possession of the house with 

his family members since Late Bimola Prasad Baruah  all along  used to stay 

outside from the district of Jorhat with his family members  for his posting of 

service in different places of the state. According to them neither the standing 

house was  partitioned equally between Bimola Prasad Baruah and Hemakanta 

Baruah nor Late Bimola Prasad Baruah ever raised any claim of share in the 

standing house constructed by Late Hemokanta Baruah.  All the daughters of Late 

Bimola Prasad Baruah were married to different persons and they have been 

living in their matrimonial home. Even the defendant No 4 who is the only living 

son of late Bimala Prasad Baruah is also permanently residing at Guwahati. The 

northern side of the house has been use by the defendants to keep their 

accessories and on  the occasional visit of plaintiff member of Jorhat they are 

allowed to stay in the house of the defendants for the time being. It is further 

contended that there are few houses standing in the land of the dag No 

7608/7758 of PP No 174which were let out to few tenants by the sons of late 

Hema Kanta Baruah. Viz Jayanta Baruah since deceased. The partition of the land 

measuring 3 katha 16 lochas pertaining to dag No 1608 and 7758 was allowed on 

the basis of mutation as well as physical possession of the defendants after due 

service of notices to the pattaders and on no objection submitted by plaintiff No 4 

Dr Sudarshan Baruah in P.P. case No 160/2005-06. The concerning land record 

staffs measured the land prepared the partition. The partition was passed after 

observing all procedures which has not yet been challenged in the appropriate 

forum. Proclamation was also issued U/S 116 of Assam Land Revenue Regulation 

after allowing partition giving effect from 1st April 2009. The standing house false 

on the share of the defendants and though the plaintiff initially objected against 

the prayer of partition but subsequently by filing petition dated 6/10/2007 

declared having no objection against the partition of the share of defendants. The 

answering defendant ultimately claimed that defendant including the defendant 

No. 4 have been in exclusive possession of the entire house constructed by their 

father Hema Kanta Baruah and  for security purpose they have fitted the iron grill 

in the middle part of June 2007 with the knowledge the plaintiff. Since late Bimola 

Prasad Baruah had already deposed his major portion of share in suit patta, hence 

no land left for the use of the plaintiff. Therefore, the suit of the plaintiff is liable 

to be dismissed with cost. 

4.         Upon the rival pleadings of the contesting parties following issues are 

framed for determination:- 
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1. Whether the defendants concealed material facts in order to obtain 

partition? 

2. Whether the plaintiffs have equal right and interest in suit property? 

3. Whether the plaintiff are entitled to a decree as prayed for? 

 5.          At the trial the plaintiff side examined Smti. Sudakhina Gogoi and Dr Pradip 

Ch. Dutta as witnesses and exhibited certain documents in support of their claim 

where as the defendants examined Hamen Chankakoty as merginal witness to 

prove there stand. 

6.      I have heard the rival argument advaced by the learn Counsels reprisenting 

the  parties and carefully scrutinized the meterial evidence on record to arrved at a 

judicial verdict. 

                      DECISION AND RESONS THERE OF :- 

          7.   To arrive at a judicial decision let me to have issue wise discussion of   

meterial evidence on record her under.Issue No.2 is taken first for conveience of 

discussion as the same will play pivotal rule in determination of the controversis 

between the parties. 

     8.         ISSUE NO.2:- This issue relates to the question whether the plaintiffs 

have equal right and interest in suit property? The suit is confined with the land 

measuring 1 bigha 3 kathas 2 lochas pertaining to dag No. 7608 and 10 lochas 

covered by dag No.7608/7758 out of total Patta land measuring 3 Bighas 1 Katha 

12 lochas covered by Dag No.7608 and 7608/7758 of P.P.No.174 (New) 66 (Old) 

situated at Block No.10 under Jorhat Town Mauza along with one old pattern 

Assam Type house comprising of 6 rooms attached with one portico, back side 

Veranda and two kitchen rooms standing on the land of Dag No.7608 of 

P.P.No.174 more specifically described in Schedule A & B of the plaint. Originally 

the entire  land measuring 3 bigha 4 katha 12 lochas was contained in  Dag  No 

7608 only under P.P. No 174 (new) 66 (old) and was belonged to late Ghana Kanta 

Baruah the grand father of plaintiff and the defendants. Subsequently  by 

operation of the classification, the  land under dag No.7608 was classified by 

dividing same in two parts as Dag No.7608 contained land measuring 3 Bighas 1 

katha 2 lochas and Dag No.7608/7758 contained 10 lochas keeping Patta number 

as it is. Factually, original pattadar Late Ghana Kanta Barua had his residential 

house over the suit land where he lived with his family till death. Then  Ghana 

Kanta Baruah died leaving behind two sons namely  Bimola Prasad Baruah and  

Hema Kanta Baruah who inherited the suit Patta land including the house 

constructed by late Ghana Kanta Baruah each having equel share of right title and 

interest and both of them were in joint possession of the same during their life 

time. Bimola Prosad Baruah  died leaving behind the plaintiffs No. 1,2,3, 4 along 

with Late Jyotirmoy Baruah predecessor in interest of Plaintiff No.5 & 6 and  Hema 

Kanta Baruah died leaving behind the defendant No. 1,2, 3  and  Jayanta Baruah 

who subsequently died without issues as their heirs and successors .  

 The Plaintiffs in their pleadings claimed  that Ghana Kanta Baruah 

the grandfather of plaintiffs and defendants during his life  time  constructed 
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residential pucca old Assam type house of teen roofing comprising 6 rooms with 1 

portico and back veranda and after the death of Ghana Kanta Baruah his two sons 

namely Bimola Baruah and Hema kanta Baruah had lived in same house by mitual 

settlement. It is also stated that as per mutual settlement made between the two 

brothers, late Bimola Baruah use to live with his family in3 rooms of nothern side  

of the house where as late Hema Kanta Baruah and his family opted to live in two 

rooms of  southern side of the house leaving the middle room of the house to use 

as common drawing room connected with  both the parts. The portico and 

veranda of backside were use by both the parties in common.  According to the 

plaintiffs there is no alternative entrace for nothern part of the house accept the 

common drawing room by a portico but there is entrace path to the southern side 

directly from the potico. After the death of Bimola Prasad Baruah and Hema Kanta 

Baruah the plaintiffs and the defendants being the heirs and successors of them 

got there names mutated in the record of rights against the shares of late Bimola 

Prasad Baruah and Hemakanta Baruah.The Plaintiffs claim rests on Annexure 1 

Cerified Copy of Jamabandi of P.P.No.174. Annexure 1 menifestly indicates that 

the entire Patta Land inherited by late Bimola Prsad Baruah and late Hema Kanta 

Baruah from their predecessor late Ghana Kanta Baruah and while they were in 

joint possession of the same they had jointly sold 2 kathas of land to Jibeswar 

Bargohain, 1 katha 10 lochas to Padmadhar Patra, 3 kathas to Ram Chandra 

Phukan, 1 katha 10 lochas to Nareswar Handique from the land partaining to dag 

No.7608. By this way Late Bimol Baruah and late Hemkanta Baruah the 

predecessors of Plaintiffs and defendants during their life time jointly disposed off 

1 Bigha 3 kathas of land keeping 1 Bigha 3 kathas 12 lochas of land and the 

standing house in their possession.Certified copy of Jamabandi also indicates that 

after the death of Bimola Prosad Baruah his sons Jyotirmoy Baruah & Dr. 

Sudarshan Baruah got their names mutated in the record of right in respect of land 

measuring 4 Kathas 6 Lochas by way of inheritence from Bimola Baruah vide order 

dated 17.2.1988 where as on the death of Hemakanta Baruah his wife Hemalata 

Baruah and his son Joyanta Baruah since deceased got their names mutated in the 

suit patta and dag for land measuring 3 kathas 16 lochas vide order dated 

2.11.1987 as heirs and successors of late Hemakanta Baruah. Thereafter on the 

death of Hemalata Baruah and Jayanta Baruah the defendant No.1, 2, 3 got their 

names mutated vider order dated 29.12 2004 and 29.8.2005 in place of Hemalata 

Baruah and Jayanta Baruah. The plaintiffs No.1, 2, 3 also mutated their names in 

the suit patta vide order dated 8.11.2007 in place of Jyotirmoy Baruah and with 

Sudarsan Baruah. It is further display from Annexure 1  that before the  plaintiffs 

and defendants got their names mutated in the recor of right the land originally 

contained in dag No.7608 had been classified as Class I and class II by dividing land 

measuring 10 lochas as Class III Business land covered by Dag No. 7608/7758 and 

land measuring 3 Bighas 1 Katha 2 lochas as Class I residential land covered by Dag 

No.7608 of P.P.No.174 vide order dated 6.4.1979.     

 The plaintiff No.2 Smti Sudakhina Gogoi herself and through the 

witness Dr.Pradeep Chandra Dutta clearly stated in the evidence on affidavits that 

after the death of original owner Ghana Kanta Baruah his two sons namely Bimola 

Baruah and Hemakanta Baruah had inherited the suit patta land along with the 
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house comrising six room with one portico and back Veranda contructed by late 

Ghana Kanta Baruah during his life time and resided there with his family till death. 

It is also stated by them that after the death of Ghana Kanta Baruah his sons 

Bimola Baruah predecessor of the plaintiffs and Hemakanta Baruah predecessor of 

the defendants had used to live with their family in the house constructed by 

Ghana Kanta Baruah with mutual understanding and as per such understanding 

Late Bimala Baruah occupied northern part of three rooms of the house and his 

brother Late Hemakanta Baruah used to occupy southern part of two rooms 

leaving the portico,back Veranda and the middle room of the house for common 

use of both the brothers. Both P.W.1 and P.W.2 stated that all the sons and 

daughters of Late Bimala Baruah and late Hemakanta Baruah were born and 

brought up in the said house and their marriage were timely solemnised there. The 

evidence of the PW-1 and 2 shows that the plaintiff 1,2,3 due to their marriage and 

plaintiff No.4 for his service had to stay out side the Jorhat district but they used to 

make occasional visit to the suit land and the standing house . It is disclosed by the 

PW1 and PW2 that the part of the house occupied by Bimola Prosad Boruah kept 

under lock and key as the plaintiffs are to stayed away from the house.  

 Though the defendants in their written statement ascerted that the 

house constructed by Late Ghana Kanta Boruah was demolished after the death of 

Late Ghana Kanta Boruah and his son Hema Kanta Boruah constructed house on 

the same plot of land and the entire house remain in possession of the defendants 

but the defendants failed to substantiate their plea by producing any evidence. 

Even the defendants did not come to the witness box and state their case on oath 

and do not offer themselves to be cross examined by the other side . So, the 

presumption would arise that the case set up by the defendants is not correct. In 

this context may I permitted to refer the case law reported in AIR 1999 SC 1441 

and AIR 1973 Gauhati 19 where it was observed that a party to the suit not 

entering the witness box give rise to inference adversy against him and when a 

party to a suit avoids the witness box, the presumption is that he is weithholding 

himself to avoid pertinent question in cross examination. That being the position 

the defendants in the instant case.  The  defendants  though cross examined the 

plaintiffs and his witness  but failed to rebut their testimony on the point that the 

plaintiffs have equal half right title and over the suit land and the standing house 

thereon.  

 In the light of my foregoing discussion I am constained to hold that 

the plaintiffs have  half equal share of right, title , interest over the suit land and 

the standing house described in schedule A and B of the plaint. Accordingly, this 

issue is answered in the affirmative and decided in favour of the plaintiffs. 

  

 9.              ISSUE NO.1: - This issue  relates to the question whether the defendants 

concealed material facts in order to obtain partition of their share. The plaintiffs in 

their plaint as well as PW1, in her evidence on affidavit stated that the defendants 

on the basis of mutation of their names in the suit patta had jointly filed partition 

case No.160/2005-2006 for their parts of land measuring 3 kathas 16 lessas 
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covered by dag No.7608 of P P No.174, Jorhat town concealing the material fact 

that there are other legal heirs of the deceased Bimopla Pd. Boruah. i.e. the 

plaintiff No.1,2,3,5 and 6 and got the mutation order without serving the notice 

upon the legal heirs of  Bimola Prosad Boruah. It is also stated by the plaintiff PW1 

and the witness P.W.  2 that in the partition case on the basis of no objection filed 

by plaintiff No.4, the learned Additional Deputy Commissioner allowed the 

partition vide order dated 8-7-2008 in respect of the land covered by dag No.7608 

but the proclamation under section 146 of Assam Land Revenue Regulation was 

illegally issued by inserting dag No.7758/7608 illegally which is beyond the order of 

partition dated 8-7-2008 and as such, the partition allowed in favour of the 

defendants is not operative and enforceable . The claim of the plaintiffs about the 

illegal order of partition and issuance of proclamation relies upon the certified 

copy of the order dated 8.7.2008 and certified copy of proclamation dated 

7.11.2008 marked exhibit 2 and exhibit3 . Exhibit 2 goes to show that the partition 

order was passed on 8.7.2008 in P.P. case No.160/2005-06 on the petition filed by 

Debika Bora , Meera Chakravorty and Indrani Borgohain , all are daughter of Late 

Hem Kt. Boruah, seeking partition of their share of land measuring 3 kathas 16 

lessas , covered by dag No.7608. It is also seen from the said order that Dr. 

Surdarshan Boruah, plaintiff No.4 initially opposed the petition for partition by 

filing written statement, but subsequently by filing petition on 6.10.2011 accepted 

the claim of the petitioner for partition of the land. The partitions was allowed for 

the land covered by dag No.7608 but the proclamation marked Exhibit 3 indicate 

that the proclamation was issued by illegally inserting dag No 7758 beyond the 

order of the partition. From these it can sefely be presumed that the proclamation 

so issued inserting dag No.7758 is beyond the order and the petition . The DW1 

Hemen Changkakaty Sr. Assistant in the office of the Deputy Commissioner, Jorhat 

Revenue Branch confirmed in his cross examination that the partition was allowed 

only for the land under dag No.7608 only.   He also disclosed that the proclamation 

of partition was issued for the land under dag No.7608 and 7758 which was not 

ordered. On the other hand, the case record  of P P case No.160 marked as Exhibit-

“Ka” reveals that the application for partition was filed impleading Jogeswar 

Borgohain , Noreswar Handiqaue, Nobin Ch. Gogoi, Jyotimoi Boruah and 

Sudarshan Boruah. In the said case, the plaintiffs were not made party even the 

defendants  had fully aware  of the fact that the plaintiffs are the legal heirs of 

Bimola Pd. Boruah. DW1 also stated that the plaintiffs were not made parties to 

the partition case though they are the heirs and successor of Late Bimala Prosad 

Baruah. This fact got support from the case record of P.P. Case No.160/05-06. 

 In view of my forgoing discussion , I am inclined to hold that the 

defendants concealed the material facts of plaintiffs were the necessary parties to 

the partition Case No.160/05-06 under which the defendants sought partition of 

their share of land,  and as such the order of partition so passed is bad for non 

joinder of necessary parties. The  defendant managed to get the order of partition 

without impleading the plaintiffs as party and without serving proper notice upon 

them for which the order suffers from irregularity and illegility . Further, the Case 

Record of P.P. No.160/05-06 marked Ext.’A’ shows that the defendants applied for 

partition of their share of  land covered  by dag No.7608  of P.P. No.174 and the 
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partitiond of share also allowed by the cometent authority vide order dated 8.7.08 

in respect of land under dag No.7608 but the said order put to give effect by 

issuing  proclamation under the provision of Assam Land and Revenue Regulation 

on 7.11.08 showing partition of land covered by dag No.7608 and 7608/7758 

though no order of partition in respect of land contained in Dag No. 7608/7758  

was allowed.  The above fact demonstrates that the defendants in collusion of the 

Revenue staff managed to get partition and issuance of proclamation applying foul 

play and concealing material facts of plaintiffs being the legal heir of late Bimala 

Prosad Baruah. Accordingly, this issue is answered in affirmative and decided in 

favour of the plaintiff. 

10.     ISSUE NO 3 :-This issue is confined with the entitlement of  relief claimed by 

the plaintiff. In view of my discussion and decision in issue No.1 and 2 as it is 

observed that the plaintiffs have half equal share of right, title and interest over 

the suit property described in the schedule of the plaint and the defendants 

obtained illegal order of partition in PP No.160/05-06 dated 8.7.08, hence, I am of 

the opinion that the plaintiffs are entitled to get the decree as prayed for. 

Accordingly, this issue is answered and decided in favoiur of the plaintiffs. 

11. In the result, the suit is decreed on contest with the following order. 

ORDER 

The suit is decreed on contest with cost for declarations that the plaintiffs have equal 

half share of right, title and interest over the suit land and the standing house 

described in schedule A and B . It is decreed and ordered  that the order of partition 

passed in PP case No.160/2005-06 on 8.7.08 is illegal and inoperative . The 

defendants are hereby directed to remove  the  obstruction to  the entrance path of 

the plaintiffs part of the house. Prepare the decree accordingly. 

Given under my hand and seal on this  day of 18th January,2012. 

 

      CIVIL JUDGE: Jorhat. 

                                            APPENDIX. 

     1.Witnesses examined by the aplaintiff-P.W.1- Sudakkhina Gogoi.P.W.2- Dr.Pradip    

ch. Dutta. 

    2. Witnesses examined by the defendant:  D.W.1 Hemen Changkakoty. 

    3.  Witnesses examined by court- Nil. 

    4.    Documents exhibited by plaintiff:Ext.1- Power of attorney Ext.2 – cerfitied copy      

of partition order dtd.8.7.08.  Ext.3- Certified copy of proclamation.                                                            

    5. Document examined by defendant- Ext.A-record of P.P.case No.160/05- 06. 

     6.Document examined by court- Nil 
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            Civil Judge, Jorhat 

 

 

nue authority with alteration and insertion of other Dag illegaly beond the 

application. The plaintiff no 4 imediatly recieve of the notice of proclaimation 

communicated the othe plaintiff about the illegal insertion and alteration Dag No 

7608/7758   in the proclaimation with a due to raise objection agaist the illegal 

insertion of Dag No 7608/7758 in proclaimation. Acordingly No 2 and 3 file petintion 

challenging the illegal parition which is pending for dispossal. The plaintiffs in para 14 

of the plaint as well as there witness P.W. 1 in her diposition stated that the order of 

proclaimation is illegal and contray to the order pass in PP case no 160/05-06. Since 

there was no prayer for partition of land contained in Dag No 7608/7758 but the 

revenue authority in collusion with the defendants inserted dag No7758 wrongly and 

as such the order is liable to to set aside. The plaintiffs in support of there claim 

submitted photo copy of the order pass by additional deputy commisioner jorhat on 

8/7/2008 in PP case no 160/2005-2006 marked Ext. 2. Ext. 2 speaks that the 

petitioners Smt Devika Bora, Meera Chakarborty and Indrani Borgohain all are 

daugthers of late Hema Kanta Baruah had jointly applied for getting partition of their 

share of land measuring 3 kathas 16 lochas out of total measuring 3 bigha 1 katha 12 

lochas contained in dag no 7608 of PP No. 174 of block No. 10 of Jorhat town. It is 

also seen from Ext. 2 that Dr. Sudarshan Baruah initially objected the prayer of 

partiton by filing written objection dated 9/7/2007 but subsequently on 6/10/2007 

he filed another petition accepting the claim of the petitioners for getting partition of 

land 3 kathas 16 lochas. The learned additional deputy commisioner relying upon the 

no objection submitted by the plaintiff No.4 as well as on report of the spot 

verification done by the revenue staffs, and the documents submitted by the 

petitioners showing payment of land revenue, urban area water suply bills and 

electricity bills allowed the prayer of partition vide order dated 3.7.08 with the 

direction Circle Officer Jorhat East Circle to prepare and submit the requisite papers 

giving effect of the partition  , holding his view that O.P. Dr. Sudarshan Baruah and 

his brother Jyotirmoy Baruah are recorded pattazers for 4 kathas and 16 lochas of 

land and the petitioners are recorded pattazers 3 khathas 16 lochas of land.  The  

case record of P.P. Case No.160/05-06 shows that  the Circle Officer acting upon such 

direction prepared the papers of partition with the help of the revenue staffs 

showing inclusion of dag No.7758 along with dag No.7608 though the partition was 

directed for the land covered by dag No.7608 only. The report giving effect of the 

partition was submitted on 22.9.2008 upon which the proclamation u/s 116 of Assam 

Land Revenue Regulation 1886 was served upon all concerned intimating the fact of 

petitioners claimed partition in respect of their shares of land measuring 3 katha 16 

lochas covered by Dag No.7608 and 7758 of P.P.No.174 by fixing date on 8.12.2008. 

It was  also mentioned in the proclamation that the partition will give effect  from the 

day of 1st April /2009.Having receipt of the notice of proclamation the plaintiffs Smti. 

Sudakhina Gogoi (Baruah) and Smti.Susmita Hazarika  (Baruah) being the daughters 

of Bimola Prasad Baruah filed petition before the Deputy Commissioner (Rev) Jorhat 
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on 8/12/2008 objecting the effect of partition raising the ground that the house 

standing over the suit patta land is still used as common ancestral house property 

and due to its indivisible character the same cannot efectually be partition under the 

order so passed without proper decree from the competent civil court and the 

partition order was also passed without serving notice and hearing them. Against the 

said petition the petitioners filed objection and the same is still pending for disposal. 

 

 


